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Restaurant «Gendarmerie»

« A multifunctional,
professional kitchen
precisely to my
tastes and requirements – ELRO made
it possible.

»

Axel Burmeister
Chef de Cuisine
Restaurant «Gendarmerie», Berlin
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Recently opened in Berlin’s historic centre and part of the Laggner Group,
the new, exclusive «Gendarmerie» is a welcome addition to the city’s
dining landscape. The «Gendarmerie» serves sophisticated French and
German cuisine and includes a seafood pub.
Kitchen design and appliance evaluation in Berlin focused on two central
elements – multifunctionality and flexibility with the lowest possible connection
values and energy consumption. Of course, general quality and dependability
aspects were also factors that contributed to partner selection.
Based on these requirements, a custom kitchen, geared to the needs of the
Chef de Cuisine, and using ELRO Series 2300 appliances was created for the
«Gendarmerie». Equipped with two pressure bratt pans, two cookers and a
Sirius range with induction plates and steel hobs, a griddle and a bain-marie, the
kitchen brigade of this gourmet establishment can go about their work creatively and without restrictions.

«During planning, I was especially impressed with the close, competent and
helpful cooperation I received from the ELRO chef in Switzerland. His ideas and
suggestions were very valuable,» emphasizes Axel Burmeister.
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